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Detection Of Corruption And Enforcement 

 

--Ye Hai，General Administration of Sport of China 

 

Dear Mr. President, conference delegates, 

Good morning. 

 

The Resolution of Corruption in Sport accepted by the 7th Conference of the 

State Parties to the United Nations Convention against Corruption last year 

embodied the full awareness of the severity of the corruption in sport by the 

State Parties and their steadfast determination on the fight against corruption 

in sport. Our conference today, Safeguarding Sport from corruption, is the 

implementation of the Resolution. Signing the United Nations Convention 

against Corruption in 2003 and approving the Convention in 2005, China 

was one of the first countries that signed and approved the Convention. The 

Chinese Government has been attaching great importance to the 

implementation of the Convention and has been taking every possible 

measurement to ensure the performance of the Convention in all fields of the 

society including sport. 

 

Since year 2012, the Chinese Government expressed its tenacious 

determination to solve the most serious corruption problems reported by the 

public, insisting on the fighting against any kinds of corruption with zero 

tolerance of the corruption. The fight against corruption has been 
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strengthened and developed, with the corruption atmosphere being  

restrained and the satisfaction of the people increased.  

 

However, the sport field is really not a pure land, and different kinds of 

corruption problems do have their reflection in sport. Corruption has not 

only made a group of officials morally degenerate and smeared the sport 

spirit of fair play, but also damaged the public benefits and prevented the 

health and sustainable development of the sport cause. Next I would like to 

share with you relevant practices of China on the prevention and punishment 

of corruption in the organization of sport events.  

 

First is the precaution of possible corruption problems in the process of 

event organization. The precaution of corruption is the important part of the 

content of the United Nations Convention against Corruption. The Chinese 

Government has been attaching great importance the precaution of the 

corruption related to the sport event organization and has been actively push 

forward the implementation of the Convention regulations with following 

measurements:  

I. Establishing specialized responsible department with clear regulatory 

responsibilities. 

The General Administration of Sport of China is the functional department 

of China Government in charge of sport. In order to better fulfill the duties 

of supervision, the Discipline Inspection Committee has been established to 

be responsible for fighting against corruption within the General 
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Administration of Sport of China, to re-supervise the event centers & sports 

associations and the measurements after the clue of problems is found. In 

order to better fulfill its responsibility, the Discipline Inspection Committee 

has also regular training program for its staff. 

II. Expanding supervision channels 

To make good use of the reporting system for problem clues and be subject 

to supervision of the society by means of letters, visit of people, telephone 

calls and internet, in order to ensure the exercise of the power more 

transparent. Before the opening of important sport games, close contact with 

each provincial delegation will be made for the needs of fair play and the 

supervision of the games organizer. In addition, the use of judicial 

supervision and supervision by public opinions from outside would also 

enlarge the supervision channel. 

III. Focusing on the integrity education and enhance the anti-corruption 

consciousness of sport jobholders. 

To be based on the basic of the society and focus on the cultivation of the 

integrity consciousness of local sport teams and junior students of sport 

schools. To vigorously promote the incorruptible culture and construct the 

clean environment for sport development. To give full play to the sport stars 

for positive influences on the sport jobholders and carry out the education of 

Olympic spirit and Chinese sport spirit by new media means. To carry out 

regular disciplinary education and warn and teach people around with vivid 

examples of negative examples. 
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Second is the punishment of the corruption problems in the process of sport 

events organization. 

With the above-mentioned high-efficient and powerful corruption precaution 

measurements, we do have killed many potential corruption problems in the 

bud. However, there are still some people who dare to challenge the law 

which makes the punishment means a must. During the process of 

organization of big sport events, the departments in charge has been keeping 

close eyes on the key person, important tasks and key links, so as to 

strengthen the tracking of problem clues and carry out the punishment in 

accordance with laws and regulations after finding out the truth and 

clarifying the responsibilities of the relevant person. People violating the 

disciplines will be criticized, educated and organizationally sanctioned, 

while those suspected of being involved in illegal actions will be handed 

over to the judicial authorities for strictly punished by law. 

Thank you! 


